
child function / sort criteria / det child view
Posted by HeinzP - 2017/01/31 20:32
_____________________________________

Dear all,

I got yesterday the proposal to solve my problems by replacing usage of "ARI Data Table" with "ARI Smart Content". This
was an excellent idea. Thank you!

But now there are some questions to this functionality I cannot answer with your help doc and the discussions within this
forum. Please allow to ask you here:

1) child function
I define for an element "Child column"= Yes but this column is displayed on top - another one with "Child column"=No is
displayed within the child list!
see: pictures child-1.png, child-2.png / live on https://www.fgsm.ch/impressum

2) sort criteria
I'm using the "Sort by" function with "Sortierfeld" and it should be sorted following the alphanumeric rules. As there are
only numbers in this column it sorts following the numeric rules. Is there any syntax allowed to use it as a string field?
see: pictures sort-1.png, sort-2.png

3) details child view
Is there any possibility to hide column-names with empty content to only show the child elements with a content?
see: picutre det-info-1.png

Thank you very much for any support to make it happen!

Best regards,
Heinz http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/det_info_1.png   http://www.ari-
soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/pictures.zip

============================================================================

Re:child function / sort criteria / det child view
Posted by admin - 2017/02/02 12:58
_____________________________________

Hello,

Sorry for the delay:

1. It is not possible to use child columns and responsive mode together.

2. Update the component to v. 2.2.35. It adds "Sort type" parameter to CSV data source settings. Set it to "Number" to
sort data as numbers.

3. The extension doesn't support this ability. It shows all columns from the table.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:child function / sort criteria / det child view
Posted by HeinzP - 2017/02/02 20:14
_____________________________________

Thank you for your answers!

1. That makes the story clear - I either have to use child=yes parameters or responsive=yes parameter. Using the
responsive=yes generates the "+" pulldown element anyway and the list with the additional elements as well.

2. I did it - an now the sort type parameter is available. Selecting "string" should allow to sort only number values in
alphabetical order as well. That's my need:
. Example
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. 201702071900

. 20170215

. 201702160900

. 201708

. 201709231000

. etc.
Should work an help!

3. Maybe you will add this funcitonality with the 'if empty rule' not to show the column name in a later version of ARI
Smart Content  :) 

Best regards,
Heinz
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